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A theory of the efficiency of the plasma flow generation is presented. A mea-

sure of the efficiency of plasma self-acceleration of mean flows from heat flux is

introduced by analogy with engines, using the entropy budget defined by thermal

relaxation and flow generation. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the entropy

destruction rate due to flow generation to the entropy production rate due to ∇T

relaxation. The efficiency for toroidal intrinsic rotation is considered for a stationary

state, achieved by balancing entropy production rate and destruction rate order by

order in O(k‖/k⊥), where k is the wave number. The efficiency of intrinsic toroidal

rotation is derived and shown to be eIR ∼ ρ2∗(q
2/ŝ2)(R2/L2

T ) = ρ2∗(L
2
s/L

2
T ). The

scaling form of toroidal flow velocity is also derived and shown to be 〈V‖〉/vthi ∼=

(ρ∗/2)(χi/χφ)(Ls/LT )
√
Ti/Te, which suggests a machine size scaling and an unfa-

vorable plasma current scaling which enters through the shear length. The theory is

remarkably accurate in its prediction of intrinsic rotation levels and is robust upon

detailed consideration of its domain of applicability.

Generically the theory predicts at stationarity T = P∇T −PZF where P∇T is pro-

duction from∇T , PZF is destruction from zonal flow growth and T ≡
∫
d3v〈Ṽrδf 2〉/〈f〉.

In the previous analysis for H-mode, where fluctuations are weak, we took P∇T ∼=

PZF to calculate 〈V ′E〉 and thus Πres
r‖ . More generally, however, T is finite (i.e. L-

mode), so we find PZF = P∇T−T , thus reducing zonal flows and intrinsic rotation in

L-mode. Upon coupling the theory to a heat balance equation which encompasses

transport bifurcation, a model emerges which can describe both L and H-mode.

This model includes quenching of the nonlinear entropy flux at L→H transition.

Ongoing work is to extend the model from a local to a global picture.


